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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 222.

AIR FLOW INVESTIGATION FOR L9CATION OF ANGLE OF ATTACK HEAD

ON A JN4h AIRPLANE.

By R. G. Freeman.

Summry

The technical staff of the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics at Langley Field,

teBts with a JN4h airplane in

haB made

order to

a series of free flight

find the best place for

an instrument for measuring the angle of attack.

A “neutral zone~lwas found where the air remains either at

rest relative to the undisturbed air beyond the influence of the

airplane, or is se-tin motion parallel to the motion of the air-

pI.ane* This zone is about midway between the two wings and

slightly in front of, or at the vertical plane through the lead-

ing edges of the wings but the exact position as well as the

outlines of the

flight change.

However=

investigation

plus or minus

zone varies considerably as the conditions of

there is a restricted area at the section under

where the air flow remains, within the limits of

.5 degree, paxallel to the direction of flight

throughout the entire flying range. &ch a permanently neutral

zone has been observed both in level fI.ightand in one condition
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of climb, and the number

that such a neutral zone

fli@t.

of observations warrants the 6tateroent

exists under all conditions of steady

lntr~duction

It has been the practice in the past to attempt to measure

angle of attack in flight by placing some device on the end of

a long boom as far in front of the wing as practicable. Other

investigators used similar methods, all of which involvelinherent

●
errors of considerable magnitude due to the ircfluence”of the

airplane itself on the air flow in the immediate neighborhood.
●

The elimination of these errors required laborious calibrations

which were not entirely reliable except where many check flights

had been taken. Such procedure would be obviated for any work

on a particular airplane if a ~egion could be located in reasona-

ble proximity to the airplane where a suitable instrument would

indicate the correct values of angle of attack throughout the

flying range (Reference 1).

The existence of such a region in front of a biplane cel-

lule has been indicated from theoretical considerations, and
+

some investigations made on model airfoils have actually ~hown

u a ltneutral zone~! in front of two superposed airfoils (Reference

2). The present article deals with the investigation of the

air flow at several points in front of a two-bay biplane in

flight in a vertical-longitudinal plane’near the outer strut.
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This investi~tion had for its object the determination of

a relation between the angle of the direction of air flow and

the angle of attack and hence a precise measurement of the lat-

ter was necessary at the outset. The measurement was made by

flying the airplane in steady level, and steady climbing flight

with a special long trailing bomb suspended about 25 feet below

the lower longeron, and at certain airspeeds the arrangeme-nt

was photographed from another airplane flying alongside. A pie– __
.

ture so obtained is shown in Fig. 1. The angle between the

.
axis of the bom-~ and the longerons was measured on the photo-

graphs and the true geometric angle of attack was directly ob–

.
taired bY adding the average angle of incidence of the wings.

Airspeed wa~ recorded by ‘means of an N.A.S.A. swiveling

pitot–static head as shown in Fig. 1, connected to an N.A.C.A.

continuous recording instrument. The two airplanes were flown

near enough to each other that the observer in the test plane

could see when the photographer ~de an exposure and at that

instant could close an electric circuit to mark the point on,

+ the airspeed record when the picture was taken. Thus the rec-

ords on the two airplanes were synchronized and the angle of.

attack for d-ifferent airspeeds was obtained.

This method of measuring angle of attack does not require “ .-

a knowledge of the attitude of the airplane and the flight–path
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angle. The essentials to its success are steady piloting and

good flying conditions in the air.

Having measured the angle of attack of several airspeeds

for both climbing and level flight, no further use was made Of

the bomb. Successive flights were made at approximately the

same airspeeda a6 before with an angle of attack head located

at various points near the outer strut of the wing as indicated

in Fig. 3. This measuring head was an N.A.C.A. yaw–head as il–

lustrated in Fig. 2. Instead of measuring yaw the head was

set up to measure air flow direction in the vertical–longitudi-

nal plane by merely rotating it about the axis of the shank

90° from the position in which, it was used to measure yaw.

The head itself consists mainly of a hollow shaft through

which two tubes are run and to which is a,ttac’neda short cylin-

drical cross-tube closed at both ends. Eight holes, .03 inch in

diameter drilled in this tube, are so arranged that two groups

of four each are angularly displaced by 45° from, and on Sither

side of the plane containing the axes of the cross–tube and the

shaft. One such group can be seen in the figure. Each group

of holes passes to an inner space of half the cross–tube closed

to the other half, and each such portion of the cross-tube is

connected to one of the tubes which lead off through the shaft.

Rubber tubing connects these tubes to either Bide of a diaphragm

of a -pressure recording instrument. Thus an air flow directed

a~inst the cross-tube parallel to the shaft axis produces equal
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pressures on each side of the diaphragm. Any change in direc-

tion of the air flow in the plane normal to the axis of the

cross-tube produces an increased or decreased pressure on one

side or the other of the diaphragm of the recording instrument

(Reference 3) . This pre~sure change is recorded as in the re–

cording airspeed meter. The recorded pressures-are a function
.

of the angle of air flow and of the dynamic pressure. By a 8im–

ple calibration in the wind tunnel these relations are obtained

directly in terms of impact pressures w~ich necessitated the

. measurement of airsped on the airplane in flight with a pitot-

static head as heretofore mentioned.
●

The results of these-%lights are shown in Fig. 3, where the

true geometric angle of attack for the ~ection, along with the

directions of air flow obtained at the various points as shown, “

is plotted against airspeed. Fig8. +-8 show the air flow

through a biplane cellule at different airspeeds. The zone

where the direction of air flow agrees within one-half a degree

with the direction of flight is shown by the shadd area and the

smaller “permanently neutral[[ area is expressly indicated in

each figure. Considerable extrapolation was necessary in deter-
.

mining the shaded area when it extended any considerable dis–

.
tance ahead of the leading boundary of the cellule. Interfer–

ence of brace wires prevented investi~tion of more points in

the cellule at that particular section but it is believed that

sufficient data was obtained for locating and confining the



“neutral zone[tto fairly definite and well-defined limits.

Precision

TA the measurement of angle

graphic method, it was necessary

of the camera plate was parallel

of attack by the direct photo-

to make sure that the plane

to the plane of the suspended

. bomb and longeron. Won& other things this required very steady

piloting which, one is pleased to state, was to be had from the

test pilots of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
*

A 5–inch by 7–inch graflex camera was u=ed, on which was

A mounted.a bubble level by which the lens axis was held in a

horizontal plane. Insurance of parallel conditions between the

plane of the camera plate and the plane of the bouh and its

supporting wire (which plane was con~idered vertical) was ob-

tained by releasing the shutter when the bubble indicated a

level

be an

tween

condition of -the top of the camera. Since there might

angle in the horizontal plane (a rmtual ang?le in yam be–

the two airplanes) only those photographs were used where

the leading edge of the wing appeared in the center of the pic-

. ture and showed itself perpendicular to the plane of the camera.

This condition is shown in Fig. 1. A mathematical analysis of.

this method, included as an appendix to this report, indicates

that the inherent errors are practically negligible. The in–

fluence of the air f~ow about the airplane on the flight–path

bomb when suspended 25 feet below the fuselage may be neglectai
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as it-was dxawn up to within 15 feet, and several photographs

of it in th@,t location showed no apprecia”ole effects of its

proximity to the airplane (Reference 4).

AS the meawrement of angle of attack required the accurate

measu~ernent of the airspeed it was thought that a universal

swiveling p’itot head mounted in the position shown in Fig. 1

would give the desired results. This is substantiated by the

conclusion~ of others (Reference 5). Impact pressures at the

different positions at which the angle of attack head was lo–

7
cated were obtained by separate flights with a swiveling pitot–

. static head replacing the angle of attack head. As much as

10 per cent variation from the airplanes indicated impact

pressure, as obtained fEom the swiveling pitot-static head in

front of the wing, was fou-nd at the different points inside the

cellule. These local pressures were used .in computing the an-

gle of air flow in conjunction with the angle of attack head,

ard these angles are plotted against the airspeed of the airplane.

Results *

The results of the investigation are shown graphically inF

Fig. 3. In this figure airspeed is plotted against “angle of
.

attackmaQ obtained

of attack measuring

Attention is called

two points in front

by the photographic method and by the angle

head as placed at the various locations.

to the maximun angles as obtained at the

of the leading edges of the two airfoils,
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and the decrease from these values as the position in front of

the midd~e of the gap is approached. This decrease is noticeable

at all airspeeds. It would appear that these angles of “upwash[l

vary with the lift coefficient in some such ma-nner as does the

angle of “downwash .“

The neutral zone, as indicated by the shaded areas in Figs.

4-8, is found at the same location indicated by work done on mod-

el airfoils. Compared to these its unusual shape and the dif-

ferent shifting in position with change of angle of attack was

to be expected since every biplane of different gap–chord ratio

. and different stagger wotild be expected to induce a different

air flow peculiar to its dimensions and arrangements. There is

found to be a very restricted area where all the neutral zones

of Figs. 4-8 are common to one another. It is considered that

this is the point at which angle of attack instruments can be

located to the best advantage of this airplane, it being rela–

tively clo~e to the strut, 2.7 feet and 3.35 feet from the upper

and lowe~ leading edges, respectively. It is noted, however,’

that it exists only on the edge of these zones in several of the

. figures, and consequently it cannot be said that

this point is strictly neutral.. It is only that“

preaches most nearly to it.’

The flights for the determination of impact

the flow at

point which ap-

preBsures at the

various points where the angle of attack head was lbcated indi-

cated that this point is also advantageous foz the measurement of



*

impact p~esarea fo~ airspeed. The air- flow there not only is

parallel to the airpla~e motion but the pitot–static pressures

at this point agree with pitot-static pressures obtained from

the reference swiveling pitot-static head. This would indiea’te

that the impact pressures measured at this point would moze

closely approach the true impact pressure corresponding to the

speed of the airplane than at a-nyot-nerpoint so near the struc-

ture.

Conclusions

. Viewing the tests from the =tandpoint of finding an area

of undisturbed flow near the structuze for all angles of attack.

at which the airplane will usually be flown, the results cannot

be considered entirely satisfactory. If an accuracy of Dot

greater than plus or minus .5 degree is wanted, then the point

indicated will satisfy those conditions. MGreover, for conven-

ience this location for instrume-nts is excellent.

It is not to be expected that the results of these tests

can be applied to another airplane with any useful degree of ac-

curacy. Both the lift coefficient and the arrangement of the

structure affect the results to a ~onsiderable degree. It would
●

be very interesting tG investigate the air flow about this air–
.

plane along with another with the same airfoil and same weight
.

but with different stagger or different gap-chord ratio. It

would also prove of interest to investigate the circulation of

the air flow about two similar airplanes differing only in the

wing section.
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The following is

method of finding the

It is prepared by Mr.

the National Advisory

In this method a

~ Appendix 1.
.%

a mathematical a-nalysis of the photographic

angle of attack of an airplane in flight.

Paul E. Hemke of the technical staff of

Gommittee for Aeronautics. ●

vane or bomb is suspended by meana of a

single wire from an airplaae. This bord is so arranged that it.

will point along the true flight path. A second airplane fly–
.

ing alongside the first carries a camera which records the image

of the first airplane and the bonib. The angle between the axis

of the bomb and the axis of the airplane is measured from the

photograph.

There are several possible sources of error:

(1) The change of distance between the airplanes.

(2) The roll of one airplane relative to the othey.

(3) The yaw of one airplane relaiive to the other.

(4) The pit~h of one airplane ~elative to the other.

.
It is at once evident that (1) and (4) do not affect the

. size of the angle recorded by the camera, i.e., -theydo not

change the size of the angle as we usually understand that term.

Let us consider then the effect of rolling (Fig. 9). Let

plane M be the vertical plane determind by the axi~ of the

bomb and the axis of the airplane. Let a be the angle of attack.
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If o, the origin of a system of rectangular coordinates, is

taken in the lens of -theoamera, then the im%ge E D F of angle

ABCisawhen N, the plane of A B C is also vertical.

Suppose now that rolling changes the position of N to N!

through an angle O. Using the orieiltation of axes shown in

Fig. 9, we see that the equation of the plane H? is

z -d=m(y-b), m = tan~ = cot@ and d, b are inter–

cepts on the- Y and Z axes. The equation of the plane D E C B

is Z= nx where n= tana. The intersection of li~ and

● DECB is the line BCY,

(1) .

The directions of B cl are then 1: L : ~.
nm A B is in the

X Y plane and its direction cosines are 1,0,0. Then,

..,, ,..,. . . . .

cOs’=J&i%”fi=cOs(a+c’‘2)
where Y=~AB C’. Let e represent the difference between

Y and a. Squaring (2), putting n = tanti we have,

●

tanza tan2 @ = Sec2(a + c) – Sec2u .

. This reduces further to

(3)

We By neglect the negative sign since it does not introduce

any cha-nges in the final analysis. From (3) we see that C>o.
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.

This means that the image as recorded will be smaller by an

amount c than the angle itself. When Q = o, C=o and when

@ = 5
y=a+ c&is;. If we assume some numerical cases

we see what change is produced in Y by a given cknge in i ●

a= 2° a=6°

@ y=a. ~ @ yk~=~

0° 2°’ - 0° 6°

5° 1° 59t 33tr 5° 5° 59 ! 301!

10° 1° 531 lolr 10° 5° 541 3011

20° 1° 521 2011
zoo 5° 37 I 5fl

30° 1° 41~ 30~ 30° 5° 41 451!

Since precautions are taken to lCVC1 the camera, it iG hardly

possible that errors will occur in the measurement due to nutual

rolling of the planes.

The

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

conclusions then are as follows:

The relative distance alone does not cause an error.

The roll causes a slight error ~nich is probably negli–

gible. This error is the same for either flirection of

roll and it is of such a character that tho measured

angle will be smaller than the true angle.

The yawing causes an error numerically the same as

that due to rolling but opposite in sign. The two

should tend to offset each other.
,

The pitching of the airplanes causes no error,
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Best position for least upwash

Fig. 4

. .

The airflow throtgh a biplane cellule.
Airflow at 46.5 M.P.H.
Angle of attack = 9.2°

. Shaded aTea ie neutral zone.

Note: Angles are graphically exaggerated ’2 times
. actual value. ..

Scale: 1 inch = 2 feet.

Fig. 4
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.,

Best position for least upmash.

\

Note:

\

i=a:. ‘
0. o.,\

3*ZO

‘QG 3.20

\~40
1.3°

The airflow through a
Airflow at 50 M.P.H.
Angle of attack =6.7°

biplane” cellule. “

Shaded ~.reais neutral zone.
Angles are graphically exaggerated
twice the actual value.
Scale; 1 inch = 2 feet.

Fig.5
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r

Best position for leaBt upmash.

~*9° H

/.

2.9°

6P

,$

2.2°

Note:

l?ig.6

The airflow throug’h a biplane cellule.
Airflow at 60 M.P.H.
Angle of attack = 3.2°
Shaded area is neutral zone.
AngleH are graphically exaggerated 4 times
actual value.
Scale; 1 inch = 2 Feet.

Fig.6
.
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1.8°

0
4+7

Best po~itioti for lehst upwash.

Fig,‘i’

.

The airflow through a biplane cellule.
Aizflow at 70 M.P.H.
Angle of attack = 1.6°
Shaded area is the neutral zone.

Note: Angles are naphically exaggerated 4
times actua~ value.
Scale: l’inch = 2 fee%.

Fig.7
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Best posil

.,...

)n for least upwash.

0.40

Fig.8

5-i2--

The airflow through a biplane cellule.
Aifflow at 75 M.P.H.
Angle of attack = 1.2°
Shaded area is the neutral zone.

Note: Angles are graphically exaggerated 4
times actual value.
Scale: 1 inch = 2 feet.

Fig.8
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